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This document presents different archetypes or ‘styles’ of rangers that can be 
created.  These styles are grouped according to who the rangers associate with.  They are 
grouped this way because rangers are arguably more self sufficient than any other class 
on a day-day basis.  This is not to say that they adventure alone, but that they are 
comfortable and can flourish without the context of a cultural infrastructure.  Barbarians, 
while comfortable in the wild tend to touch base with their own barbaric or nomadic 
settlements.  Druids, well, that’s another story.  Anyways, since rangers do so well on 
their own, who they choose to associate with says much about them.  Because of this, I’m 
using ‘associates’ as a means to group different concepts for ranger PCs. 

For each ranger type I discuss their general concept, including where they come 
from, what they care about, skills and feats that would make sense for them, as well as 
appropriate multi-classing and spells. 

 
Archetypes Detailed Below 
Solitary Rangers 

Woodsman 
Wanderer 
Explorer 

Military Rangers 
 Scout 
 Tracker 
Religious Rangers 
 Land Friend 
 Druidic Servant 
Secular 
 Guide 
 Hunter 
 Bandit 
 
Solitary Rangers 
Woodsman: This is the plainest ranger.  You find them when you are in the middle of 
nowhere, haven’t quite decided that you’re lost, and walk around the next bend.  The 
solitary ranger is almost a hermit.  They can live alone, and they do. 
 The term woodsman can be a misnomer.  You can have hermit rangers on the 
ocean or in the desert as much as anywhere else.  Unlike other hermits, a woodsman may 
not consider occasional travelers as sources of trade-goods or information. 
 The motive for isolation can be used in character creation in many different ways.  
Some woodsmen are isolationist because they like to live that way.  Others may dislike 
aspects of civilization, be outcasts or fugitives.  An outcast/fugitive ranger is more likely 
to have diverse skills and classes than a hick woodsman.  Unless they have some sort of 
mixed background, a woodsman is likely to have maxed out wilderness lore, listen and 
spot, good physical skills appropriate to their environment (climb or swim), good move 



silently and local knowledge, some hide, and some profession or craft.  The profession is 
not work they would do for others, but would reflect their ‘do it themselves’ capability.  
For example, a woodsman may have built his own hut, bridge, or boat.  He may carve 
bones or be a fletcher.  A woodsman may have animal skills as an emotional outlet for 
the social environment he has left behind.  (Don’t get sappy, a bobcat can be an 
emotional outlet as much as a birdy).   
 Woodsman feats can center around survivability.  Examples include alertness, 
great fortitude, run, endurance.  Combat feats should center around procuring food or 
dealing with predators.  Every woodsman should have a set deck of tricks for dealing 
with common threats indigenous to an area.  For example, a woodsman in the Dim would 
know exactly how to spot and avoid undead and fey.  These methods should be highly 
reliable, if they weren’t the woodsman would have been dead a long time ago. 
 A high level woodsman needs some story to explain the use of ranger magic.  One 
option is to mix in some levels of barbarian or master of the wild and avoid the topic.  
Another is to have a low wisdom.  Another is to make it part of the woodsman 
background.  Finally the woodsmen can be a bit of a cultist, having some private 
religious tendencies that he has picked up here and there.  This last option fits well if they 
are some master of the wild flake.  Woodsmen tend to select spells that are more nature-
like such as ‘fetch me a furry bear’ or ‘make the faerie phase spider let me go’. 
 
Wanderer: The wanderer is similar to the woodsman.  He trades complete familiarity 
with his surroundings for constantly being on the move.  People in town might know 
where you can try to look for a woodsman.  They will not know about a wanderer.  A 
wanderer may be less solitary than a woodsman and can be more diverse.  If a wanderer 
has a mixed background, it is more likely that they are a fugitive than an outcast or 
refugee.  There tends to be a reason to explain why they are always on the move.  It is 
possible that they simply have wanderlust, however that is more common to bards and 
those that wander from town to town instead of sticking to the wilds. 
 Wanderers can have higher charismas and more languages than woodsmen.  If 
they are fugitives they may have some sense motive or bluff.  Their hide, spot, and move 
silently are very high.  They may be mounted and have ranks in ride.  Their wilderness 
skills are there as a tool to get them along, but they may only be good.  As long as a 
wanderer can eat and live comfortably in the wild, he may be content. 
 Wanderers may not have standard methods for dealing with specific threats, but 
they always have escape plans.  Traveling as they do, they cannot always predict a threat, 
but they always have a way out of it.  Wanderer feats may be based on spotting, escaping, 
or evading threats.  These can be more social in nature than the woodsman.  A wanderer 
can be a good candidate for throwing in a few levels of rouge, as well as a bit of whatever 
‘secret background’ he might have. 

Ranger magic for wanderers can be from Fahrlagen, or from some past 
association.  Unless there is some excuse to explain it, I would design a wanderer to 
avoid ranger magic and throw in levels of other things.  Entangle is a good choice for 
wanderers who do indulge in ranger magic.  It is generic and gets them out of the 
occasional ambush. 
 



Explorer: The explorer is mobile like the wanderer, but has more direction and focus.  
They are seeking things out.  These may be specific things, or merely the unknown.  An 
explorer is less likely to have a spotty background than a woodsman or a wanderer.  They 
also tend to have an area of specialization. 
 An explorer’s skills depends on what he is interested in.  One who searches for 
particular things will have some gather information.  The amount of wilderness lore they 
have will depend on how relevant tracking and wilderness knowledge is for what they 
seek.  For a general explorer it will be high, for a specialist it may not be.  A specialist 
will have knowledge ranks relevant to their area of expertise, and perhaps a language.  
An explorer will have very high search and spot.  This will be followed by wilderness 
lore, listen, or hide. 
 Explorer feats can be tuned to deal with the things they take themselves into.  
Skill focus, alertness, improved initiative and any of the saving throw feats are good 
candidates. 
 Explorers tend to take levels in classes that help their knowledge of what they 
pursue.  For a pure explorer this may be dungeon delver.  For a specialist this may be 
wizard or foe-hunter.  Explorers, while having their own agenda, are not as actively 
isolationist as woodsmen or wanderers.  It is conceivable that they will have ranger magic 
from the pious worship of a god who sponsors their activities.  If an explorer has an 
animal companion, it will likely be of a complimentary exploratory variety, such as a cat, 
a hawk, or a mole.  They will tend to keep ‘speak with animals’ handy in order to 
communicate with their companion. 
 
Miltary 
Scout:  Rangers have a role in the military.  This can be a native who is drafted (aka: 
woodsman) or it can be a professional.  A professional military ranger is a scout.  They 
are optimized for spotting, predicting, and understanding enemy movements and potential 
threats.  They aim to be experts on terrain and often have a well developed sense of squad 
level tactics. 
 Scouts are the eyes and the ears of whatever military unit they are attached to.  
They have excellent spot, search, and listen.  They usually have very good hide and some 
move silently.  They have must have good enough wilderness lore to be able to track and 
understand how the terrain will contribute to the tactical situation.  Scouts will eventually 
pick up some military related skills such as soldier or tactics.  These are heavy demands, 
don’t get tied up spending skill points on social activities.  Social crap is for spies.  
Scouts are not spies.  Depending on their mode of operation, scouts may be mounted or 
not.  Woodland rangers operate on foot.  Plains rangers operate on horse.  Badland 
rangers are weird and pull out the funky bushman wooj. 
 Scouts are all about not getting caught.  Their goal is to understand and not 
engage.  A scout’s weapon is his commander deciding to make use of the unit.  A scout 
who engages on his own has screwed up.  A scout who has to escape a situation has 
screwed up as well.  Scout feats should be selected to first: avoid notice, second: observe 
the enemy, third: evade capture, fourth: be capable of accompanying the unit on whatever 
mission is required.  Do you understand, maggot? 
 Scouts are great candidates for taking rouge levels.  Don’t dilute the ranger so 
much that he can’t survive in a combat situation or is not able to live up to his demands 



outdoors.  Scouts who do wind up developing ranger magic will probably take it from the 
cult god that is popular with his military organization.  He may recruit a scouting 
companion and speak with animals like the explorer.  A scout may have problems with 
this as he may have little animal skills unless he operates mounted. 
 
Tracker: Think military assassin or bloodhound.  These are non-ranger classes, but it is 
easy to take the concept and convert it into a ranger mix.  If you want, throw some foe-
hunter or detective of the watch in the mix.  Just think ‘it is my job to find it and kill it’ 
and you’ll be ok.  You don’t have to kill it yourself, you just have to cause it to be dead.  
It is acceptable to use the 3rd division to accomplish this, Colonels tend not to be picky. 
 Skills: track, spot, hide, stalk, listen, whisper, and kill it very, very dead.  Feats: 
yeah, what I just said.  Spells: you obviously aren’t listening to me, son.  I don’t care how 
you do it, get the job done.  You are not authorized to use any means possible and we 
expect you to do so! 
 
Religious 
Land Friend: This is your tree hugger ranger.  As the druid lives in study and service to 
nature, the land friend lives as an expression of it.  Land friends tend to be proto-druidic, 
in that they develop in areas where druids do not have a presence.  While it is possible for 
a ranger to develop an intimate relationship with the land in the absence of druids, where 
druids are present land friends tend to gravitate toward them. 
 Not that the term tree hugger does not mean that the land friend is a bleeding 
heart.  I use the term to suggest an intense personal relationship with nature, not to imply 
the nature of this relationship.  A rabid lycanthropic beast can be a land friend as much as 
buffy the bunny lord. 
 Land friends are big on animal empathy.  They have an even helping of most 
survival skills.  They may have knowledge or languages specific to the nature denizens in 
their parts.  Their feats tend to differ from individual to individual.  They max out animal 
companions and explore and develop ranger magics as part of their relationship to the 
land.  The land friend tends to be solitary like the woodsman, but is much more religious 
and less ‘practical’.  They are more likely to live like beasts than cut a well built house.  
They will not hesitate to interact with others if there is a reason to.  This interaction can 
be dealing with city dwellers to resolve some issue, or hunting those who trespass or 
offend the wood. 
 Land friends tend not to multiclass unless it is with something that has a 
ranger/druidic flavor.  They are good candidates for beastmaster, master of the wild, 
windrider, barbarian, or druid. 
 
Druidic Servant:  A druidic servant is similar to land friend in temperament.  However, 
where the land friend is independent, the druidic servant is bound.  He reveres the druids 
and obeys them.  He has either been raised among them or has come to them and 
recognized their wisdom.  He is either available to them should they need, or he is at their 
beck and call. 
 A druidic servant can have almost any type of focus.  The point is to be there for 
the druidic needs and to be willing to serve.  The druids may need one who has skills like 
themselves, but can act as an intermediary and take risks that the druids should not be 



exposed to.  The druids may need one who is a warrior that knows the ways of the wild.  
Skills and feats for a druidic servant should be selected to position them as a candidate 
for carrying out certain types of missions.  What missions the servant is trying to be best 
for is up to the player.  Keep in mind that enough skill points and feats should be invested 
in the character to enable them to operate on a level acceptable to the druids.  Some 
amount of wilderness lore, animal empathy, animal handling, or nature knowledge is 
encouraged. 
 Druidic servants tend not to multiclass, unless it is as a druid. 
 
Secular 
Guide: A guide is a ranger that is accessible to city folk.  He makes his living by taking 
them out into the wild.  He may have religious convictions concerning nature, but they do 
not drive him. 
 A guide will have very good spot, listen, wilderness lore, and local knowledge.  
He will have good search and rope use.  He may have some hide, move silently, and 
sense motive.  He may have profession, guide to reflect his ability to find customers and 
negotiate service.  He will have the fighting skills needed to protect his customers.  Much 
more than solitary rangers, the guide may have to ‘stand there and take it’ in order to get 
his customers to safety.  He may have combat oriented or endurance style feats. 
 A guide who develops religion tends to keep it to himself unless he is specifically 
asked.  His spells are personal and are less flashy or are used only in emergency.  Spells 
that can help keep his customers safe are favored.  Resist poison and entangle are good 
ones. 
 A guide will multiclass with whatever helps him do his business.  This will 
typically be with levels of fighter or barbarian.  It may include some rouge. 
 
Hunter: A hunter makes his living by hunting.  He can sell his meat or be the provider for 
a village or an extended family. 
 A hunter’s skill and feat makeup depends on the nature of his area.  The more 
dangerous an area, the more he and his prey will play games of hide+seek.  If he is a 
large prey hunter, he will be more combat oriented, but will still depend on an ability to 
stalk.  A good hunter has some animal empathy, but it is not required.  Animal handling 
is used if hunting dogs or birds of prey assist him.  Figure out how the hunter will go 
about getting his prey and getting home, and select skills and feats that will support that. 
 A hunter’s religion can be personal or popular.  If the popular religion is not 
nature-centric, the hunter will probably not pursue druidic magic.  Throw in some fighter 
or rouge.  If the hunter’s religion is personal, he probably keeps it to himself.  A hunter 
with animal companions may encourage others to consider them trained hunting beasts in 
order to avoid advertising his religious nature. 
 
Bandit: A bandit is the outlaw who gets along in the wild.  His base of operations is in the 
wilderness, as are many of his escapades.  A bandit is often multiclassed with enough 
ranger to enable him to get along without the comforts of civilization. 
 A bandit’s skills focus on surprise.  Hide, gather information, and bluff are 
paramount.  Wilderness lore is important for setting up ambushes and ambush sites, as 



well as escaping bounty hunters and authorities.  Search, spot, and listen are good to 
have.  
 Bandits tend not to develop ranger magic.  Animal companions are usefull, but 
they can be high profile.  Typically a bandit will only take enough ranger levels to give 
him the camouflage and survival skills he wants, and will focus on other classes.  
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